7th Tradition
1. Are we properly using 7th tradition funds to fulfill our primary purpose?

2. When our funds get low, what should our responsibility be? For example, should it be our responsibility to better adjust our activities and functions to help the Area recover financially?

3. Considering the idea that all A.A. services are designed to make more and better Twelfth Step work possible, do our members understand where their contributions are used?

4. Are we providing the Services needed by our Groups and Districts?

5. Do we really consider how best to use our funds?

6. Do all members, committees, etc., (e.g., Spanish speaking, women’s groups, etc.) benefit equality and fairly from use of the 7th tradition?

Community Outreach/ Committees
1. Are the Standing Committees fulfilling their purpose? How can the committees be more effective?

2. How effective is Area 93 in fulfilling its role as the conduit of information from the groups to the conference?

3. Are we doing enough do foster better relationships with the central offices in our area? What else could we do?

4. How much can the committee actually accomplish in 90 minutes during the Area Assembly? How can the committees be more effective?

5. How can the area get more participation in our Area Newsletter?

6. Are we properly using electronic media (e.g. email, website, etc.)?

7. Is the website effective in communicating our primary purpose to our members?

8. Is the website effective in communicating the services and events of Area 93?

9. Does our committee structure efficiently serve our primary purpose? Can we eliminate committees and/or combine them (i.e. Public Information & Cooperation with the Professional Community) to better use our limited resources, both material and spiritual?

10. Are all our committees equally supported by our Area?

Assemblies
1. Are we effectively using our time at the area assemblies? If not, what would you like to see?
2. Should we consider changing the content of the Area assembly’s? If so, what content would you suggest?

3. Is there a need to better understand the voting process at assemblies, and the taking of “a sense of the assembly”? Do these need to be better defined? Is there a clear understanding by the members as to how this process works?

4. Are Sundays still a good day for Assemblies/Area Committee Meetings?

5. Do English speaking and Spanish speaking people hear the same message? Do each participate the same?

6. Are the sharing sessions organized with enough structure to ensure effective communication of issues?

7. Are the principles of the program evident at all area assemblies and events? If not, please provide an example of what you would like to see?

**Primary Purpose**
1. What is the purpose of the Area? Are we fulfilling that purpose?

2. Where does the area need the most improvement?

3. What more can I do to help accomplish the primary purpose of Area 93?

**Area 93 - Function**
1. Is Area 93 properly facilitating the dissemination of information from the conference back to the groups?

2. Does my home group know what the Area is and what it does?

3. Are we properly and efficiently using electronic media (e.g. e-mail, web site, etc.)?

4. Are we properly obtaining Committee Chairs?

5. Who does the area serve? Our local districts and GSRs? Our Area Members? The General Service Board and other AA ‘entities’?

6. How can Area 93 better serve the groups/members?

**Participation – The Flow of Information and our GSR’s**
1. Do Area 93 standing committees participate throughout the year to keep flow of Conference information fresh to assist the Delegate and reduce the pre-conference rush of information flow out to the groups and back?

2. How may the DCM and GSR participants in Area 93 service help our officers be even more effective?
3. Does my participation in Area service enhance my sobriety and enthusiasm for participation in the "Three Legacies" of our fellowship?

**Participation – More of it**
1. Does Area 93 offer ideas about how to take the message to the groups that do not participate/contribute?

2. Should we be doing more to help GSRs get their groups more active in service?

3. Should we be doing more to help bring dark districts back into participating in the area? And where does the responsibility lie?

4. Given the wide diversity of the Fellowship in Southern California A.A., how can we overcome linguistic barriers to attract participation of ALL districts at ALL area events?

**Being of Service**
1. How can we better foster relationships with other service entities, such as central offices, H & I, and YPAAs?

2. Given that all A.A. services are designed to make Twelfth Step work possible, do our members understand where their contributions are being used and why? How can we better educate them?

3. What is a Service Sponsor? Do you have one? Are you willing to be one?

**Officers**
1. Are our Area 93 Officers successful in fulfilling their roles as “Trusted Servants?”

2. How effective are the officer visits to the districts? Do we need to continue this? Are we taking advantage of this?

3. How effectively are we preparing our full assembly to carefully elect our delegate and officers? Do we discourage “campaigning” in Area 93?